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Since 1981, the United States has offered 
a tax incentive for companies who research 
and develop new products here in the states. 
If you’re making technological research 
advances as you develop a new product, then 
you could save your company a significant 
amount of money.

Internal Revenue Code §411 specifies what 
goes into the credit, which is also known as 
the Credit for Increasing Research Activities 
or R&D Tax Credit. It’s a general business 
credit for companies that are incurring 
research and development-related expenses 
in the United States.

Some of the R&D credit's most tangible 
positive effects to the global economy include 
job creation, increased investment in 
innovative businesses, and growth in 
competitive global industries (technology, 
manufacturing, health, energy & 
sustainability, etc.). 

Read on to learn more about how this 
tax incentive might directly benefit 
your business.

Introduction
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• Because the R&D tax credit is not a    
    deduction, but rather a dollar-for-dollar 
    credit against taxes owed, there is high 
    potential to dramatically lower your 
    effective tax rate.

• In addition to taking the credit, you may 
    also be able to deduct some qualifying  
    R&D expenses in the year incurred.

• The tax credit can carry forward 20 years, 
    so you have plenty of time to develop your   
    product as you bring it to market.

• As of 2016, businesses can use the R&D 
    credit to offset payroll taxes up to 
    $250,000. This change makes it easier  
    and more enticing for startups and small  
    business to benefit from their research 
    activities regardless of profitability.

Benefits
Companies incurring large expenses on 
qualified research can see enormous benefits 
from claiming this credit:

Congress extended the R&D credit 
permanently as part of the Protecting 
Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) 
Act of 2015. With this change came 
additional enhancements in 2016, 
including offsets to alternative 
minimum tax and payroll tax  for 
eligible businesses.
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Research
What Research Qualifies?
Qualified research can be performed by you or by 
somebody else on your behalf. However, for the 
research to count toward your tax credit, it has to meet 
all of the following elements:

   
  √  Specificity

         The R&D has to relate to to a specific product   
          or business component that you provide,    
          rather than“general” research applicable to    
          multiple areas of your business.

     √ Discovery
         You’re trying to get rid of uncertainty 
          associated with the development or     
          improvement of yourbusiness’s offering. In 
          other words, you need to claim that you’re 
          making actual progress in your field by doing                 
          this research.

    √  Experimental
         The research process must identify the   
          uncertainty and establish and evaluate              
          alternative resolutions. So, if you “know the             
          answer to the problem” ahead of time, it            
          doesn’t count as experimentation.
    
     √  Technological
          Your experimentation must rely on principles 
          of science or engineering.
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Examples:

• I may be able to claim a credit for salaries 
   I paid to researchers investigating how to 
   make a specific microchip for my smartphone     
   product smaller and more efficient.
   I likely couldn’t claim a credit for the wages 
   I spent on market research assistants who    
   carried out surveys asking people whether   
   they may want to buy a new smartphone or not.

• While “experimenting” in my office   
   kitchen may be delicious, I can’t claim it  
   toward the R&D Tax Credit.
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What Research Doesn’t Qualify?
The research credit generally is not allowed for 
the following types of activities:

            Research conducted after commercial        
              production of the product begins

              Research adapting an existing product to 
              one particular customer’s need

              Surveys or studies

              Research relating to software that will only    
              be used internally at your company

              Research conducted outside the United States   
              and its territories

              Research in the social sciences, arts, or        
              humanities

              Research funded by another person or entity

Keep these in mind, but be sure to seek advice from 
a tax professional on any gray areas.
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Qualified Expenses
There are four types of research-related expenses that 
you can claim:

        Wages
       Wages paid to or incurred for employees (or direct    
        supervisors of employees) who perform research.

        Contract Research
       Contract research at a rate of 65% of the total          
        expense amount, provided not only that you are      
        entitled to the results and are financially obligated    
        regardless of the success of the research, but also         
        that you entered into the contract prior to the   
        beginning of the research.

        Supplies
       Supplies (non-depreciable, tangible property) that 
        you acquire in order to perform qualified services.

        Computer Rentals
       Computer rental costs you paid or incurred for the   
        rental or lease of computers used in qualified    
        research. The computer must be located off your        
        premises and you must not be the owner or primary  
        user of the computer for these costs to qualify as       
        “rental costs.”
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Documentation
According to the IRS, your R&D activities must be 
clearly and reasonably documented in order to show 
compliance with the qualification tests.
Here are the types of documentation you should keep on 
hand to support your tax credit claim:

              Materials explaining research activities,     
              including brochures, pamphlets, press releases,   
              and other similar documents
    
              Submissions to management, the board of       
              directors, review committees, or other similar                    
              groups regarding research projects, activities,                      
              expenditures, and the research credit
    
              Documents prepared by an internal audit team, 
              including quarterly and annual reports that   
              refer in any manner to research activities
    
              Minutes, notes, or other similar recordings from 
              budget, board of directors, managerial, or other 
              similar meetings concerning research activities
    
              Project authorizations, budgets, or work orders 
              that initiates a research project, as well as the                       
              internal authorization policies for approving a                    
              research project
   

              Project summaries and/or  progress     
              reports and project meeting minutes
    
              Field and lab verification data/summary data 
  
              Research credit studies conducted by     
              outside consultants
    
              Papers, treatises, or other published 
              documents regarding the taxpayer’s research  
          
              Complete copies of contracts (including all 
              modifications), letter agreements,     
              memoranda of understanding, or similar     
              documents for research performed by, or     
              on behalf of, a third party

The IRS may also interview technical or supervisory 
personnel with specialized knowledge of the issue 
in question to audit an R&D tax credit.
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The tax code is complicated and constantly changing. With inDinero, you have access to an 
entire team of accountants, CPAs, and tax experts who can ensure your taxes are filed and 
paid and identify opportunities for credits and deductions that benefit your business. 

Combined with an intuitive cloud-based accouting software, inDinero helps business 
owners and stakeholders understand their company’s financial health and review key 
metrics without wading through bookkeeping minutiae.

About inDinero

Want to spend more time building new products?
Eliminate administrative overhead with inDinero:
"inDinero is one of the reasons we can afford to 
be 100% engineering hires (no CFO, no admin, 
no bookkeeper)."

- Kamil Goliszewski
Co-Founder & COO, Improve Presentation

GET STARTED
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